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H4t-2/ 24.7.951 220_4|2.XLS/ SErrE I

SCHALTELEMENT - LEGENDE ZU H4112 3*220V
Input Output Option

KI NTi-AIS WAGEN TRAVERSE *
K2 NEI-ES FORWARD t
K3 RELAIS REVERS *
K4 NPT.ATS SCHNELLi LANGSAM WAGEN *
K5 RELAIS GESCHW. TRAVERSE *
K6 NEI-ATS GESCHW. ABSTREIFEN *

YI VENTIL RS ANFAHREN *
Y2 VENTI' RS AUFSTELLEN *
IJ TTENTTI- DS ANFAHREN *
Y4 VPNTTI DS AUFSTELLEN *

S1 gEUPTSCHALTER
S2 NOTAUS

S3 TASTE START *
54 TASTE STOP r
S5 PUSSPNOEL TRAVERSE AUF *
S6 TUSSPTNEL TRAVERSE AB :F

S7 NNOSCUELTER WAGEN UNTEN *
S8 MEGNETSCHA LTER WA GEN_ABSTREIFEN *
S9 ENNSCHELTER TRAVERSE OBEN :r

sl0 PNE UMMIK - D R UC KSCHALTER x

sl1 EOoTERSCHALTER ANZAHL DS )r

sl2 COOIENSCHALTER ANZAHL RS *
sl3 CODIERSCHALTER WARTEZ EIT *

XI f I-ptvt tU IUSTE PERIPHERIE STARKSTROM
X2 HETDFTABLEAU - PRINT (26polig)
X3 rI-CMUT-ENTE FRONTPLATTEN-PRINT
X4 STECTTN ZU WAGEN
X5 STETER ZU FUSSPEDAL

P1 POTT CESCHWINDIGKEIT WAGEN
P2 POTT CESCHWINDIGKEIT TRAVERSE

FI SIGERMG_FREQUENZUMFORMER (T1OA)
rz ffir{ERENG PowER SUPPLY (T1,6A)
rJ SIETTBnUNG FREQUENZUMFORMER (TlOA)
F4 $GEFENdPOWER SUPPLY (T1,6A)

mEATnNzUMFoRMER
PS POWER SUPPLY 24v l2A
Rb SREMSWIDTRST A ND 22R I 25VI
LI DROSSEL



/ H4r-2/ 24.7.95/ LEGH4l2.XLS/ SEITE I

SCHALTELEMENI . LEGENDEZU H4112 3-380V
Input Output Option

K1 RELAIS WAGEN TRAVERSE *
K2 NELETS FORWARD *
K3 RELAIS REVERS ;1.

K4 nEi-IN SEHNELL/LANGSAM WAGEN *
K5 RE LIiS_GtrSC HW. TR AVE RSE *
K6 NBI-E6 GESCHW. ABSTREIFEN x

Y1 VBNTN RS ANFAHREN *
Y2 VENTILES AUFSTELLEN *
Y3 VTNIL DS ANFAHREN *
Y4 VET TIL OS AUFSTELLEN *

Si HAU TSCHALTER
s2 NOTAUS

S3 TASTE START t
S4 TASTE STOP *
S5 FUSSP-ED A' T R AVERSE A U F x

S6 TUSPPOAL TRAVERSE AB x

S7 ENDSemtTFR wAGEN UNrEN *
S8 M AG NETSCH ALTER WA G EN_ARSTR EIFEN t

S9 ENDSGA'TER TRAVERSE OBEN *
sl0 PNEUUETIK - DR UCKSCHALTER *

sll MDIEFSEHALTER ANZAHL DS r|.

>tz EODIERSETALTER ANZAHL RS :f

sl3 COOIENSCHALTER WARTEZEIT x

X1 R I-EMrvrI-EISTE PERIPHERIE srAR KSTRoM
X2 HEADER TABLEAU - PRINT (26poiig)
X3 rcl-ptvtrr{i-EtSf e FRONTPLATTEN - PRINT
X4 STEERERZU WAGEN
X5 STECTEN ZU FUSSPEDAL

PI poTI-CESEEWIND IG K EIT WA G EN
P2 POTI CPSCHWINDIGKEIT TRAVERSE

ffiffiG-FREQUENZUMFoRMER (T1oA)
F2 SIEHERTNG POWER SUPPLY (TI'6A)

FU FFEAUpNzUMFoRMER
PS powEnTuPPLY 24v /24
Rb SRE-NIsw-W-InERsTAND22R/2sw
L1 DROSSEL
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OPERATOR'S MANUAL

HARLACHER H 41.2

AUTOMATIC COATING MACHINE

MAX. FRAME S;ZE Zaaa x 45za y1*

SERTAL NO. 41. 8

(version from serial no. 41.857 up)

HARLACHER AG

Grossmattstrasse 25
CH-8964 Rudolfstetten
Switzerland

Tel. ++41 (0)56i 633 83 66
fsy ++41 (0)56/ 633 63 12
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE H 41.2

1.1 Range of aPPlication

This machine is intended for coating flat screen printing or textile printing stencils with photo-
emulsion. lt will coat coarse and fine mesh made of polyester, nylon or stainless steel attached
with a screen tension of at least 10 N/cm to suitable printing frames of the specified sizes (see
chapter 1.2, Machine data sheet).

Harlacher AG refuses any responsibility for possible damage and injury due to misuse of the
coating machinel

1.2 Machine data sheet

Electric power (+6/-10olo): 3x400V, 50/60H2, 3,5Amp, 0.8kW
3x230V, 50/60H2, 3,SAmp, 0,8kW

Check rating plate on machine for individual power requirements!

Compressed air: 5 to 10 bar, SlVmin

Colors: gray RAL 7042 and blue RAL 5017

Noise emmission: below 70 dB(A)

Dimensions and weigths:



E Screen size
WxH. MM

Machine size
LxWxH. MM

Recom. space
LxWxH. MM

Crate size
LxWxH. MM

Machine
KG

Tara
KG

Gross
KG

1 000x1 300

1 250x1 300

1250x1700

1 500x1 700

1 500x21 00

1750x21OO

175Av25AO

2000x2500

2000x2900

2250xnOO

2250x3300

2500x3300

2500x3700

2500x1 000x2000

2750x1 000x2000

2750x1000x2400

3000x1 000x2400

3000x1 000x2800

3250x1 000x2800

3250x1 000x3200

3500x1 000x3200

3500x1 000x3600

3750x1 000x3600

3750x1000x4000

4000x1 000x4000

4000x'1000x4400

3800x3000x2300

4000x3000x2300

4000x3000x2700

4300x3000x2700

4300x3000x31 00

4500x3000x31 00

4500x3000x3500

4800x3000x3500

4800x3000x3900

5000x3000x3900

5000x3000x4300

5300x3000x4300

5300x3000x4700

2300x1450x1 1 80

2300x1 450x.1 1 80

2700x1450x1 180

2700x1 450x1 1 B0

3100x1450x1 180

31 00x1 450x1 1 80

3500x1450x1 '180

3500x1 450x1 1 80

3900x1 450x1 1 80

3900x1 450x1 1 80

4300x1 450x1 1 80

4300x,1 450x1 1 80

4700x1 450x,1 1 80

340

a4n

375

385

+z-v

430

465

475

61n

545

555

s90

1'7n

t/u

205

205

lzc

225

245

.AE

265

265

295

295

3lu

510

520

580

645

655

710

720

765

775

840

850

910

Instruction for calculating the coating trough profile lengths:

The standard profile lengths are to be calculated according to the undermentioned list. There
are coating trough end pieces of different colors, i.e. red ones for the front and black ones for
the back. A black coating trough is always 4/5" (20mm) shorter than a red one.

='z.^e wrdth A
-s ce :lmension)

4" -20"
100-500mm

21 -44"
501-1000mm

41 - 90"
1001-2000mm

above 81 "
above 200'1mm

--^. ^^ annih
e-:'*:r: lgo)

A-1112'
A - 40mm

A-2"
A - 50mm

A-23t4"
A - 70mm

A-4"
A - '100mm

Tro r- onnrh'"-Y'
bagK crac()

A-2113"
A - 60mm

A-2314"
A - 70mm

A-3112"
A - 90mm

A-4314"
A - 120mm



2.

2.1

SAFEW INSTRUCTIONS

lntroduction

All Harlacher equipment is designed for maximum safety of personnel, machine and material. lt
is in conformity with the provisions of the significant directives and standards.

This machine is determinated for industrial use and must be operated by trained staff only. This
Operator's Manual, especially its safety instructions and danger signs, must be obeyed at all
times.

2.2 Warnings and danger signs

DIRECTIONS are information about technical requirements. Disobeying
directions mav lead to machine failures or loss of material

CAUTION points to danger which may lead to damages of the machine
and/or light to medium injuries.

WARNING points to danger which may lead to serious injuries andlor
permanent physical damages.

INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING TESTS

-3CAtiOn

T-e location of the machine should be determined according to the following aspects:

- -com without direcl daylight or with covered windows,
- ",erlow light,
- "erd. vibration-free floor,
- $'crt Cistance for taking the coated screens to the oven,
- :us:-rree environment, constant room temperature and humidity.

A
A



The required space depends on the machine size:

- The space between the back of the machine and the wall must be of at least 30cm.

- On the left-hand-side (control panel) there must be at least 50cm, on the right-hand-side at
least 30cm space.

- On heigh there must be at least 20cm space between machine and ceiling for the erection of
the machine.

- ln front of the machine there should be at least 'l50crn space for screen handling and
machine operation. In case of very large screens, the required space has to be determined
considering all local circumstances.

3.2 Transportation and unPacking

CAUTION. Suitabie equipment must be used for lifting and transportation of
the crate and heavy machine parts. See chapter 1.2, Machine data
sheet, for crate size and weights.

Move the crate as close as possible to the planned location of the machine. carefully open the
top of the crate and check its contents. ln case of shipping damages, immediaiely stop
unpacking and contact the onforwarder or the shipping insurance company for further
instructions.

After unpacking all parts lying on top in the crate, remove the front panel of the crate in order to
have better access for unpacking heavy parts.
Unwrap all parts and check the contents with the packing list of the shiping documents. Report
missing parts at once to Harlacher AG.

: : lnstallation and dismounting

CAUTION: Suiiable equipment must be used for handling of heavy machine
parts. Secure columns (1/2) after erection to prevent them from
tipping over uniil the connecting tubes (314) are mounted.

r-:-e rrachine is delivered in sub-assemblies, final assembly shouid be mounted in the,: :\\.9 Sequence:

' S:: ;o control column (1) carefully and align it.

2 !:e:n base plate (3) and drive shafts (5)to the controlcolumn (1). Shim base plate to
{sec ! horizontal. Fix connecting tubes (4) over drive shafts. Observe numbering on
.a^ges of connecting tubes and columns for correct location. Use special screws with blue
'e::-sion section for drive shafts. Do not yet tighten these screws.



3. Set up and align side column (2). Join side console and drive shafts (5) slowly. Fix other
end of connecting tubes (4) to side column. Tighten all screws. also the special screws of
the drive shaft.

4. Set in and fix lower frame holding beam (6).

5. Remove shipping protection on both columns from coating carriage bearing plate (14).

6. Position coating carriage (7) between bearing plates (14) and screw tight. Ensure that
cable conduit (15) comes to rest on control console side. Only M6x1Omm screws must be
used for coating carriage on bearing plates!

7 . Level machine with its levelling feet. Set water level on to coating trough carrier (17) and
bearing plate (14).

B. Set upper frame holding beam (8) from the back on to guide rail (18) inbetween control
column and side column, dismantle front bearing plate (19) before. Re-fit bearing plates
('19) and adjust for 0.1-0.3mm play. Attach magnet rod (26)for 2-3mm distance to
magnetic switches.
Adjust lower frame holder (28) by moving holding beam (6) in such way, that a screen will
be parallel to guide rails ('18).

9. Insert ail tubes and cables from cable conduit (15) of coating carriage (7) into cable
duct (13). Connect all tubes and cables inside control column (1) according to their
numbers marked on the flanges.

11 Set endpiece of cabie conduit (15) into cable duct (13) and fix with cover flange.

12. Machines for screen height 300cm or more must be secured from upper connecting tubes
(4) to wall by suPPlied fixations.

Dtsmounting of the machine is to be done in reverse order. Make sure to have the power
supply disconnected before startingl

a ' Dcwer supply

I -1 i Current suPPlY

WARNING: The current supply must be connected to the machine by a
licenced electrician according to the diagram supplied with the
machine.

l-s:a :^e current supply (30) of sufficient power according to the diagram and the rating plate
-:chinc



3.4.2 Compressed air supply

CAUTION: Shut off the air supply pipeline and release the pressure in the
system before starting, unless the pipeline is equipped with
automatically locking quick fittings.
Be aware that the electric main switch of the coating machine does
not shut off the air pressurel Therefore, always disconnect the air
supply (31) before working on the pneumatic system of the
machine.

Install the compressed air supply (31) with 5 bar minimum pressure. A water collector (33) and
a pressure control switch are installed in the control column (1).
lf, after switching on the machine by main switch (76), the start button is flashing, there is no
air pressure in the system.
lf the stop button is flashing while running the program, there is no air pressure ind the system.

3.5 Performance check

CAUTION: All micro switches of the machina have been adjusted prior to
shipment. However, for safety reasons the correct function of these
switches must be checked as follows before preparation for coating.

Check the switch functions for the following positions carefully by short movements of the
carriages. keep one hand on the emergency stop switch:

- Coating caniage (7), lower switching point (area 50. on micro switch) and upper switching
point (area 51, on magnet rod 26).

- Upper frame holding beam (8), upper swiiching point (area 52, on micro switch), lower
switching point (area 51, on magnet rod 26). During normal operation the lower position will
:e given by frame contact (mechanical stop by friction clutch).

.' -ecessary, adjust these switches for proper function.

--e .emaining magnetic switches can be checked in the coatrng mode. Check the distance
:€:,veen magnets and switches first, it must be of 2-3mm. Then, run a test without coating
l-:u-cf-1s (34) and no screen in the machine.

l:eck all pneumatic movements at the same iime. Chapter 6, INSTRUCTIONS FOR
t,tAINTENANCE, contains more information on the adjustement of the pneumatic movements.

4. SETNNG.UP AND PREP.ARATION

CAUTION: Conect adaptation of the machine to the actuai screen size is
essential for good coating results and in order to avoid damage
on material and machine.
Make sure to use suitable equipment to handle large or heavy
screens.



3eic'e ccating a screen, the machine has to be adapted to the respective screen size as': cws.

- -.cer and lower frame holders (27 and 28) have to be pre-set for the approximate screen- 3::
- \'leasuring of the screen frame profiie and adjustment of the coating distance on the upper
:^c 'cwer side. The adjusting devices (54 and 55) are located on the controi column side.

CAUTION: When choosing the distance too small, the front coating trough {34)
collides with the screen frame and might get damaged.
Always set the screens with their mesh side (print side) towards the
back into the machinel
Make sure to hold the frame only on the side when lowering the
upper frame holder. Do not get the hands cought between frame
and frame holder!

Select a suitable pair of coating troughs (34) and fix them. The red coating trough has always
io be installed in the front and the black coating trough in the back. See chapter 1.2, Machine
data sheet, for correct coating trough lengts. Always remove the the black edge proteciion
croflle before coating and apply it to the coating troughs when they are not used.

Fill the coating troughs with a sufficient amount of emulsion. The maximum containt of the
coatrng troughs is 1 iiter for 1 meter length For best coating resultes, refer to the product data
sheet of the emulsion supplier.

FUNCTIONS AND CONTROLS

cAUTloN: All carriage movements are protected by safety clutches in case of
a collision. However, it is essential to check for free travel, before
starting any movement and to keep out of the dangerous area
(marked with yellow and black stripes) at all times.

Upoer frame hoider and screen fixation

DlREcrloN: Always set screens with their mesh side (print side) towards the
back into the machine. Whenever possible, coat screens in portrait
position rather than landscape position.

By pressing the respective foot switch the frame holder (29) moves upward or downwarq.
!nsert the screen and hold it on its side in vertical position. Move the frame holder carefullv
ccwnward to fix the screen. Center it according to the marks on the frame holders.



5.2 Coating carriage

The coating carriage may be moved up and down individually by setting zero passes for print
side and squeegee side and pressing START/STOP.

Always bring the carriage to iis basic position by pressing STOP before starting the automatic
coating action.

5.3 Pneumaticfunctions

There are three pneumatic functions: trough in / trough out squeegee side (SS)
trough in / trough out printing side (PS)
troughs tilt up / set down

For servtcing and adjustments set preselection counters PS, SS and Dwell time according to
the following code to move the trough bar manually.

For this function, the machine may not run in automatic cycle!

Code: 4 (PS) - 1(SS)-2(DT)

After setting the code, press stop button (may not lighten) and while holding stop button press
start button as well. lf both buttons are lightening (after about 1 - 3 sec.), the buttons may be let
loose.
Dial numbers 1 -7 on the preselection counter for Dwell time to operate the following manuall
funktrons:

Dial Component Start Stop

1 trough bar printing side (PS) move towards the mesh move away
2 trcugh bar squeegee side (SS) move towards the mesh move away
3 trough bar printing side (PS) tilt upwards tilt back
4 trough bar squeegee side (SS) tilt upwards tilt back
5 trough bars PS and SS move towards the mesh rnove away
6 trough bars PS and SS tilt upwards tilt back
7 trough bars PS and SS move

towards the mesh tilt upwards tilt back

Operations can be started by pushing start button and stoped (neutral position) by pushing
stop button.

CAUTION Make sure to keep out of the dangerous area for free travel, before
starting any movement

To leave this service functions, the machine hase to be switched off by main switch.

10



5.4 Coating parameters

- COATING PS: (number of coatings on the printing side)
- COATING SS: (number of coatings on the squeegee side)
- COATING SPEED: (speed of coating carriage during coating process)
- DELAY TIME START/STOP: (delay time before start of coating action until

emulsion reaches mesh)
- PRESSURE PS: (coating trough pressure against mesh on

printing side)
- PRESSURE SS: (coating trough pressure against mesh on

squeegee side)

All parameters can be preset on the control panel.

Before the coating action is started make sure that the following condiiions are fulfilled:

- screen in position, centered and securely locked
- coating carriage in the lowest position - on the limit switch
- correct set of coating troughs installed and fllled
- carriage travel set for actual frame profile thickness

lf not ail condiiions are fulfiiled. do not start coating.

5.5 Coating cycle

After the key START has been pressed, the coating cycle runs as follows:

1. Coating carriage moves up to the lower end of the coating area

2. One or both coating troughs move towards the mesh

3. One or both coating troughs tilt upwards

4. "DELAY TIME START/STOP" runs (so that the emuision reaches the mesh)

5. Coating action at pre-set speed

6. Coating troughs tilt back at upper end

7. "DELAY TIME STARTiSTOP" for emulsion retum runs

8. Stripping of emulsion residues by short upward movement

9. Coating troughs move away from the mesh

10. Coating carriage moves down at maximum speed to the lower end of the screen

11. ln case several coating passes have been selected, step 2. starts again

12. After completing the required number of coatings, the coating carriage returns to its
starting position



At this point the screen is removed for drying and coating of a new screen can start. lf required,
use the emergency switch to stop the coating action. Interruptions are possible by pressing
STOP (1x = pause, continue with START, 2x = program stop, coating troughs out, 3x = reset
coating trough to basic position, ready for restart).

6. INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE

DIRECTION: Follow these instructions carefully for a long and failure-free
lifespan of the coating machine. Disobedience will result in the loss
of warranty coverage.

6.'1 Cleaning and lubrication

Daiiy: - Clean coating troughs thoroughly and put on edge protection profiles.
- lf equipped with edge cleaning system, clean sponge and water container,

resp. creanrng squeegee.

- Remove emuision residues and stains from coating carriage. cylinders and guide
rails.

- Empty water collector (33) in control cotumn (1).

- Clean carriage guide rails and lubricate lightly with machine grease.
- After cleaning, lubricate piston rods of pneumatic cylinders lightly with oil.

Weekly:

Monthly:

o.z Checks and adiustments

Weekly:

Monthly:

- Visual check for obvious damages, loose drive belts or off-set carriages e.g. as a
cosequence of a coilision.

- Check torsion of friction clutches in both carriage drives, readjust if necessary.
For safety reasons. the torsion should be set as low as possible.

CAUTION: Damages must be checked out and repaired immediately. In case of
doubt about the consequeces of a damage, report to the after sales
service of Harlacher AG or to the official Harlacher representative.



DRAWNGS AND REGISTERS

Register to drawings

1 Controlcolumn

2 Side column

3 Base olate
4 Connecting tubes

5 Drive shafts (hexagonal tube), coating carriage and upper frame holder
6 Lower frame holding beam

7 Coating carriage

8 Upper frame holding beam

9 Control panel

10 Supporting beam

13 Cable duct, coating carriage
14 Bearing plate, coating carriage
'15 Cable conduit, coating caniage

17 Coating trough carrier
18 Guide rail

19 Bearing plate

20 End piece

21 Clamping for coating troughs

26 Magnet rod

27 Upper frame holder

28 Lower frame holder

29 Foot switch for upper frame holder
30 Cunent supply

3f Compressed air supply

33 Water collector, air supply
U Coating troughs

I

1



50 Switching point, coating carriage low

51 Switching point, coating caniage high

52 Switching point, frame holder high

U Lcnrerframe profile width adjustment

55 Upper frame profile width adjustment

75 Emergency stoP switch

76 Main switch

HARLACHER AG

Grossmattstrasse 25
CH€964 Rudolfstetten
Switzerland

Tel. ++41 (0)57/ 33 83 66
Fax++41(0)57/ 33 63 12

41-28€danl-reu.D@, Jan.'1997
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